
A SERIES OF INTERACTIVE WORKSHOPS 
OVER THE COURSE OF TWO WEEKS
LED BY OUR AWARD-WINNING JOURNALISTS 
& MEDIA TRAINERS

So, you’re interested in our all-in-one Articulate messaging capability and want to 
learn more? This one-pager will tell you everything you need to know—and if you 
still have questions, we’re here to talk anytime.

5 KEY PHASES

Editorial Extraction We first pinpoint where your subject matter expertise or 
news intersects with what’s happening in the world or cultural zeitgeist—and what 
media are interested in covering. This may involve news and competitive audits so 
we can identify topics to explore. Our journalists then unearth rich story angles.

Message Refinement For each topic, we prioritize and distill content into three 
powerful messages that resonate with stakeholders and media. To do this, we use 
a suite of tools, including our “C-LENS,” which synthesizes what is most current, 
compelling, competitively unique, and credible. Believe it or not, the average 
person won’t remember more than three key points, so we make sure they count!

 

Proactive Talk Track Executives confess they don’t have the time to digest 
bulky briefing books and need a cheat sheet. That’s why we created a one-page 
“prompt sheet” that we will populate together and that provides a digestible and 
memorable way for you to deliver your talk track and expand upon key messages 
during media interviews. This tool gets rave reviews from our c-suite execs.
 
Persuasive Communications & Media Training Our trainings are built with the 
perspective of seasoned journalists and media relations veterans with decades of 
pitching experience. We believe that it’s important to prepare for the worst, but 
media training should emphasize how to go on the offensive and sell your story.
 
We begin by reviewing principles and tips for persuasive communication. 
We’ll share real examples of techniques like “answer/bridge/message.” We’ll do 
practice interviews or rehearse presentations in a friendly environment. Then, we 
will offer constructive feedback and customized solutions to various “what if?” 
scenarios. Our prep work involves extensive collaboration with account teams and 
refinement of existing tough Q&A. Trainings are highly customized according to 
media type and format.
 
Owned Content: Bylines Our editorial team then goes to work putting pen to 
paper drafting three bylines or POVs channeling your voice and your conviction. 
We will do two rounds of review on the drafts and address your feedback before 
doing a final polish so that the pieces are perfect and ready for publication. 

WANT TO KNOW MORE ABOUT ARTICULATE? HERE ARE ALL THE DETAILS.

ARTICULATE


